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Gov. Jennifer Granholm's proposed tax hikes on liquor aren't going down well with liquor sellers, and no 
wonder. They already are burdened by a Byzantine system of taxes and regulation that doesn't apply to beer 
and wine. Liquor sales also are subject to far more in overall taxes than are the other beverages.  
 
Before liquor sales are tapped for yet more state revenue, lawmakers had better be aware of the existing 
inequities and start leveling the bottles. That would have to begin with the beer tax. It was set in 1933, 
following Prohibition, and was last changed in 1966 -- when it was reduced.  
 
The governor's proposal would increase the profit -- the "markup" -- that the state takes on liquor sales by 
10 percentage points, adding roughly 5 percent to the price of a bottle of liquor. Also, she would raise the 
annual liquor license renewal fees. A bar or restaurant would see its annual fee jump from $600 to $1,800. 
Although the license fees apply to sales of beer and wine, too, the heaviest add-on costs are for liquor.  
 
The governor's proposed higher markup on liquor sales could be expected to push more Michigan liquor 
sales into neighboring states, none of which matches Michigan's liquor taxation. Lawmakers inquiring into 
this issue should be aware that cars moving up highways to Grand Rapids from South Bend and Chicago 
already commonly are packing loads of bourbon and scotch bought at lower cost.  
 
Currently, more than half of the price a consumer pays for a bottle of liquor in Michigan goes to the state 
Treasury, not including the sales tax. A report done two years ago by Sen. Gilda Jacobs, D-Oakland 
County, states that "the purchase price of a bottle of liquor in Michigan is already substantially higher than 
in any other Great Lakes state, up to 20 percent more per bottle." At a time when Ms. Granholm, rightly, is 
urging greater promotion of Michigan as a visitor destination, there is a clear contradiction in this proposed 
new jacking up of prices that are so directly related to the tourism and hospitality industries.  
 
Liquor also pays far more to the Treasury than its alcohol brethren, beer and wine. Last fiscal year, the state 
took in $41.8 million in beer taxes; $9.3 million on wine taxes; but more than $250 million from 
assessments on liquor sales. That's even though beer consumption dwarfs liquor. Wine consumption is 
roughly equivalent. On a sales-counter basis, the buyer of a six-pack of Miller (just over half a gallon) is 
paying about 14 cents in beer tax. The person buying a fifth (a fifth of a gallon) of Gordon's gin is paying 
just over $6 in the state markup and liquor taxes.  
 
Michigan's system of liquor purchasing and taxation has been due for an overhaul for many years. The state 
is the monopoly purchaser of all liquor. The state markup and taxes are on top of the wholesale price, all of 
which are in addition to the license fees. So, while liquor prices in many other states are allowed to 
fluctuate with the free market, those in Michigan are captive of state regulators. For the consumer, it means 
the liquor flows through numerous bureaucratic weirs before being finally poured from bottle to glass.  
 
At the very least now, lawmakers considering Gov. Granholm's plan should try spilling a little equity into 
the broader subject of alcohol taxes. Meeting with Press editors this week, the governor was candid about 
the political problems of touching the beer tax. The suggestion was that she was into doing what was 
possible more than what was right. But, of course, nothing is possible if a leader won't even raise the issue. 
If liquor taxes are to be increased, then it's also time to check in on beer and wine and rebalance the whole 
alcohol taxation mix.  
 
The governor's easy shot at liquor alone isn't justified.  


